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Retail business area
Coop opens innovative store formats and expands the
family-friendly range with sustainable and reasonably-priced products. Microspot.ch evolves into a comprehensive online shopping centre in the non-food
segment. In logistics, digitalization projects progress
according to schedule.
In 2019, the Coop Group generated net sales of 18 billion francs in retail. Despite numerous price cuts,
the Retail business area, excluding fuel and heating oil, was thus able to exceed the previous year’s
figure.

Sales formats and range
In the Retail business area, the Coop Group operates supermarkets as well as numerous specialist formats for every customer need. At the end of 2019, it had 2 333 sales outlets throughout Switzerland,
which is 20 more than the previous year. Coop also boasts a wide range of online shops and systematically combines online and offline trade (omnichannel). Almost all of Coop’s specialist formats now have
their own online shops in addition to their brick-and-mortar stores. The 40 online shops in the retail
segment in all achieved growth of 16.3% in 2019 compared with the previous year.

18

CHF billion

net sales in retail

Coop attaches particular strategic importance to its sustainable
ranges. In 2019, Coop’s retail sales from sustainable products totalled an encouraging 4.21 billion francs, which was up 3.1% over
the previous year (for details see www.coop.ch/sd-report). Sales
of organic products alone came to 1.47 billion francs, which is an
increase of 2.2% year on year.

Supermarkets and food formats
The Coop supermarkets generated net sales of over 10.5 billion francs in 2019. With growth in customer footfall of 2.5%, Coop gained many new customers and significantly increased its market shares.
With 931 stores, Coop has the densest network of sales outlets in Switzerland. In the 2019 financial
year, 23 new sales outlets were opened and ten closed. Coop implemented the new store concept 2025+
in 35 supermarkets in 2019, bringing the total number of new-style supermarkets to 110. Coop also
implemented the 2025+ store concept in the new Coop Megastore in the Volkiland shopping centre, with
5 100 m2 of retail space.
New Fooby store format opens in Lausanne
In March, Coop launched a brand-new Fooby store format in Lausanne. The first Fooby store showcases
artisanal foods, regional products and sustainability. The Fooby concept store is both a convenience
shop and production facility. The former Kursaal dates back to 1901, and has been transformed into a
stage for all things food: nearly 1 000 m2 of space is dedicated to smoking fish, roasting coffee, baking
bread, making sausages and holding wine tastings. Some 30 employees and experts are on hand to
advise interested customers, and regional producers present their exclusive specialities. Furthermore,
around 70% of the products are sustainable.
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Marché opens first Zopf & Zöpfli café and renovates Neuenkirch-Ost location
In November, the first Zopf & Zöpfli café opened in the Coop Volkiland shopping centre. By creating the
new format, partners Marché and Betty Bossi are opening up a new market segment: in future, the successful collaboration will be available not just at stations, but also in shopping centres. There are plans
to open another branch in the Letzipark shopping in Zurich in the 2020 financial year. In addition, the
expansion of Zopf & Zöpfli branches at stations will continue. For Marché, 2019 was dominated by the
renovation of the Neuenkirch-Ost location. The Lucerne service area was aligned with the latest restaurant concept. The company also opened a Burger King branch, to ease the strain on the Burger King at
the Neuenkirch-West location.
Coop’s catering and restaurant business introduces multiple-use take away system
Following a successful pilot, from July Coop offered reCIRCLE reusable boxes in all 178 Coop Restaurants and Coop Take It outlets. Coop customers use one of the reusable reCIRCLE boxes for their take
away menus. If guests spend more than ten francs, Coop rewards their environmentally-conscious behaviour with a 10% discount. The boxes can be returned to places other than Coop: after lunch or supper, reCIRCLE boxes can conveniently be handed in at a participating reCIRCLE partner, a Coop Restaurant, or at Coop Take It.

Product range diversity
As well as stocking the biggest selection of national and international branded products, Coop also
stocks numerous own-label brands for every customer need in all its sales formats. In food retailing
alone, with over 40 000 products in the food and non-food segment it offers the greatest product range
diversity in Switzerland. Besides own-label sustainability brands and quality labels, Coop also stocks
other own-label brands that cover diverse customer needs and offer optimum value for money.
Coop is committed to lower consumer prices
Coop remained committed to low consumer prices in 2019. Among other things, over several price-cutting rounds, Coop has lowered the prices of many branded articles as well as Prix Garantie products. In
the year under review, Coop invested 65 million francs in lower sales prices. Coop announced all of the
price adjustments in the Coop Member Press.
Prix Garantie makes Coop more attractive to families
Adding over 170 new products, predominantly fresh and family products such as fruit and vegetables,
dairy products and cold cuts, Coop began expanding the Prix Garantie range in the year under review.
The expansion of the product portfolio is set to continue until the end of 2020. Thanks to these measures, Coop will be able to respond even better to the needs of all customer groups in future, particularly families. The claim remains the same: Prix Garantie is a range of good quality, low-price products.
Coop launches “Happy Cola” own-label brand
In May, Coop launched a new own-label brand under the name Happy Cola. This Swiss-made cola alternative is available as Happy Cola Classic and Happy Cola Zero. The products soon caught on with customers: over 35% of all customers who tried Happy Cola have already purchased it a second or third
time. Happy Cola has now become established as a serious alternative in the competitive environment
of leading cola manufacturers. Coop plans to increase the number of cola alternatives available and to
offer its customers even greater choice in future. As well as Coop supermarkets, Coop Restaurants,
coop@home, Coop Pronto and Transgourmet all stock Happy Cola.
Plant-based alternatives for burgers and yoghurt
In April, Coop became the first retailer to sell the Beyond Burger from California in Swiss supermarkets.
Beyond Burger is a plant-based meat alternative which closely resembles the original in flavour, consistency and appearance. The composition of the Beyond Burger is similar to that of a meat burger: proteins, fats, trace elements and water. 100 grammes contain 17.6 grammes of purely plant-based proteins derived from peas. Beetroot gives the burger its meaty red colour, while coconut oil and potato
starch ensure good bite and consistency. Also in April, Coop introduced a plant-based yoghurt alternative based on almonds. As well as being lactose-free, the purely plant-based yoghurts contain little to
no sugar. Part of the Karma range, these products are available in three flavours, and are aimed at any-
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one who is looking for an alternative to animal products. They supplement the diverse range of more
than 600 vegan products at Coop.
First universal CO2 cylinder by Coop Qualité & Prix
To meet the growing demand for home carbonation devices, in January Coop very successfully launched
the first universal CO2 cylinder under the Qualité & Prix brand. The cylinder is compatible with all standard carbonation appliances, is of a high quality and is environmentally sustainable. Moreover, Coop’s
Qualité & Prix CO2 cylinders significantly undercut the prices of the market leader.
Organic palm oil in conventional products
In 2018, Coop set itself the goal of using organic bud label palm oil in conventionally manufactured
Coop own-label brand foods as well. This is certified palm oil which meets the stringent Bio Suisse
guidelines. Where appropriate and technically feasible, Coop is replacing palm oil with other oils and
fats in selected own-label brands. If other tropical oils or fats such as coconut oil are used, they must
come from Fairtrade and/or Bio-Suisse-certified production. The first products to satisfy the new requirements, including own-label madeleines and chocolate meringue kisses, have been on Coop shelves
since 2019. An external evaluation of the sustainability of organic bud label palm oil has found that all
Bio Suisse-certified palm oil producers perform very well in regard to land use, working conditions and
environmentally-friendly cultivation methods.
Coop is committed to sustainable soya
In 2019, Coop became the first retailer in the world to meet all its soya needs in its own-label brands
from responsibly produced soya grown to the highest standards. Among other things, those standards
require that rainforests are preserved and that no genetically modified soya is grown. Because of its
high protein content, soya is widely used as an animal feed. For this reason, soya ends up on Swiss
consumers’ tables mainly in the form of eggs, fish, meat and dairy products. Own-label brands account
for the majority of this Coop range. Therefore, it is important to Coop that soya in animal feed is sustainably produced, and it has already largely achieved this aim. Moreover, by acquiring sustainability
certificates, Coop can ensure that, for every quantity of soya which does not yet meet the requirements,
the same quantity of certified soya is produced. This system makes it possible to drive forward the production of sustainable soya.

OWN-LABEL SUSTAINABILITY BRANDS AND QUALITY LABELS

OWN-LABEL TARGET GROUP BRANDS

OWN-LABEL STANDARD BRANDS

This list is a selection of the key own-label brands and quality labels.
For more information about Coop own-label brands, visit www.coop.ch/labels
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Bundling purchasing of non-commercial goods
To exploit synergies, many of the non-commercial goods for the entire Coop Group have been bundled
across all countries. The various threads involved in purchasing these goods all come together at the
head office in Basel where, together with the specialized services of the Coop Group, purchasers with
central responsibility define the requirements and specifications. The resulting bundling effects yield
significant savings every year for the Coop Group. In the year under review, Coop focused in particular
on bundling the product groups paperboard, packaging material and labels, as well as more complex
technical areas such as forklift trucks and trucks.
Highlights from the food formats
The table below lists the highlights during the year under review, along with a factsheet on each specialist
format. For more information about the Coop Group’s specialist formats, visit www.coop.ch/einkaufen.

The Coop supermarkets have the
densest network
of sales outlets in
Switzerland

• Gains in market share
• 2.5% more customers
• Another 35 branches remodelled according to the
new store concept. At the end of 2019, 110 branches had
been remodelled.
• 23 new sales outlets opened
• 4 182 training sessions conducted
• Coop Passabene Mobile is the first self-scanning system to
be introduced across Switzerland in all Coop supermarkets
• Paper straws and palm leaf disposable dishes are two ways
in which plastics are reduced.
• Launch of a cola drink (Happy Cola), produced in-house
• Retail première for Beyond Burger (purely plant-based)
• Launch of Coop own-label brand Conviva health & life

The number one in
the Swiss convenience market

• 3 filling station shops and 1 standalone newly opened
• 5 shops reopened following major refurbishment
• More than 500 new products each year
• Strong growth in the area of sustainable products by
Naturaplan
• Expansion of hot dog range at more than 74 locations
• Pick-up service at more than 48 locations
• Improvement in sustainability with LED lighting, latest
generation of cooling systems with cold reservoirs, and
central electricity purchasing

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

• Positive sales trend
Coop to go offers
exclusive take-away • New branch in Coop City St. Annahof Zurich
products not
available in any
other Coop format
The online supermarket with the
biggest range
and personal
delivery to
your front door

Factsheet

• Number of articles increased to 18 000 in German-speaking
and western Switzerland
• Success with online counters for meat, fish, cheese and
bread
• Digital Commerce Awards 2019: 3rd place in the
“Body&Taste” category
• New transporter with roof-mounted solar panel to operate
refrigeration during waiting times; if the trial is successful, it
will be deployed on all new vehicles from 2020
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The format for
artisanal food,
regional products
and sustainability

• Opening of the first Fooby store on 6 March 2019 in Lausanne Bel Air
• Wide range of products freshly made in store
• Around 45 regional producers
• 70% of products are sustainably produced

The trendy store
format for vegetarian and vegan
products

• Positive sales trend
• Bread/baked goods range expanded, with a vegan sprouted
wheat croissant

Coop’s Italian
delicatessen store

• Opening of a sales outlet at Zurich’s main station and at
Geneva station
• Launch of own-label brand Sapori d’Italia in all Coop
supermarkets, with more than 100 authentic Italian
specialities

Culinary treats
every day, at fair
prices

• Significant market growth
• Further development of the “Vista” design concept, with
new, innovative elements
• Introduction of sustainable “reCIRCLE” solutions to reduce
plastic
• Replacement of plastic straws and disposable cutlery with
sustainable cardboard, paper and wood products

The fresh host at
busy locations

• Marché Neuenkirch-Ost remodelled in line with new Marché
concept and successfully reopened
• Expansion of clean toilets facilities at the Bellinzona-South
and North service areas
• Launch of “En Route” customer magazine: information and
behind-the-scenes stories about Marché
• Opening of Così at Thun station, an Italian concept: enjoy
pasta in the restaurant or to take away
• New Burger King opens at the Neuenkirch-Ost service area
• Remodelling of Burger King at the Würenlos service area, in
line with Burger King’s new dining area design
• Complete redesign of the Marché Cafébar at the Würenlos
service area

The take-away
format for Zopf, in
all its versions

• Concept development and opening of a staffed Zopf & Zöpfli
Café in the Volkiland shopping centre in Zurich

Switzerland’s
number one for
cooking and
indulgence

• Sales growth in the sale of kitchen aids in Switzerland
• Launch of a digital subscription to the Betty Bossi magazine
and introduction of other types of subscription
• Development and introduction of state-of-the-art recipe
software and preparation of the Betty Bossi recipe database
to connect external cooperation partners
• Expansion of food consulting for Coop’s catering and
restaurant business in the areas of recipe development,
culinary coaching and mystery eating

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet
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Non-Food specialist formats
The specialist formats made use of the 2019 financial year to strategically refine their online shops.
On top of this, they also continued to develop their brick-and-mortar stores, and their innovative
sales concepts and optimized sites proved a hit with customers. The success of the Non-Food area
is indicative of the strategic importance of these measures: with its specialist formats alone, the
Coop Group generated net sales ov over 7.5 billion francs in 2019, representing further growth in a
declining market. Broadly speaking, the non-food formats succeeded in further increasing or maintaining their market shares. Coop remains a strong presence in home electronics. This segment includes the specialist formats Interdiscount, Microspot.ch, Dipl Ing. Fust and Nettoshop.ch. In 2019,
the net sales of the four formats totalled around 2.1 billion francs, which is an increase of 53.4 million compared with the previous year. Consequently, the Coop Group was also able to strengthen its
market leadership in this area.
Microspot.ch becomes Switzerland’s comprehensive non-food online shopping centre
In 2019, Microspot.ch evolved from a home and consumer electronics supplier to a comprehensive
online shopping centre. The new direction is apparent not only in the substantial expansion of the
range, but also in improved delivery and customer services, as well as visually in a new look with
optimized online shop. From the world of the Coop Group alone, Microspot.ch incorporated more
than 34 000 non-food products in the expanded range, including products of Coop Building & Hobby, Import Parfumerie and Christ Watches & Jewellery. The 1 000+ most popular own-label brands
of Coop – such as Naturaline, Qualité & Prix and
Oecoplan – can also be found at Microspot.ch.
Products of foreign distributors supplement the
range. Microspot.ch stocks a total of 400 000 pro
ducts. Individual Coop formats and selected
over
third-party retailers have the option of selling their
products on Microspot.ch under their own name
products in the range at
and for their own account. Microspot.ch thus inMicrospot.ch.
troduced a new marketplace functionality in the
year under review.

400 000

Home delivery services have also been greatly expanded. Depending where they live, customers can
take advantage of same-day or next-day delivery, including Saturdays. In addition, Microspot.ch
launched the “same day delivery” services in the cities of Basel, Berne, Biel, Fribourg, Geneva, Lausanne, Lucerne, Olten, St. Gallen, Winterthur and Zurich. “Speed” labelled products ordered by
12 noon can now be delivered that same evening. All orders can also be collected at 450 Coop pick-up
locations.
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Dipl. Ing. Fust commissions extended logistics centre and rolls out SAP
On 12 September 2019, Dipl. Ing. Fust opened its new logistics centre in Oberbüren. Over a two-year
construction period, the surface area of the former warehouse was doubled, logistics heavily automated
and a floor added for offices. The structure has a giant roof-mounted photovoltaic system, which supplies the building with renewable energy. The 50 000 m2 surface area provides storage for four times
more products and reduces delivery times. Thanks to an automated small parts and high-rise warehouse, orders can be processed much faster. Deliveries are made from the Oberbüren site to all 156 Fust
branches, twelve home delivery depots and all customers of the online shop. The new logistics centre
also houses state-of-the-art Fust repair workshops for a wide array of product groups, and a call centre
for the repair service.
Dipl. Ing. Fust introduced SAP at the start of the year. The company had already introduced new stock
management and route planning software for the home delivery service back in 2016. In 2018, Dipl. Ing
Fust issued sales advisors at the branches with a tablet. The new SAP system now links up all IT systems. Fust successfully implemented the first phase of the introduction of SAP as a comprehensive IT
system, when the “Kitchen and bathroom” and “Building management” areas went live. The introduction of SAP for all retail processes is scheduled and underway for next year. For 2020, the company
plans to connect all branches and the online shop to the software. The GK cash register systems will be
connected at a later date.
Coop City opens Zurich St. Annahof following revamp
After eight months of refurbishment work, Coop City St. Annahof on Bahnhofstrasse in Zurich opened
in mid-November with the new “Bellacasa” store design, which has already been successfully applied to
a dozen sales outlets throughout Switzerland. On six levels, with around 10 000 square metres of retail
space, visitors can find everything they would expect in a modern department store.
Import Parfumerie launches customer club
Import Parfumerie launched its first-ever customer club in June. Called “The Member Club”, Import
Parfumerie offers members a 10% welcome discount, a welcome gift, exclusive discounts as well as
invitations to events, loyalty gifts and much more. The bonus programme has three membership levels:
Bronze, Silver and Gold. The higher the level, the more benefits members of “The Member Club” receive,
in addition to the usual Superpoints. The Coop Supercard doubles as the membership card for Import
Parfumerie’s club. By the end of 2019, “The Member Club” already had 34 500 members.
Service 7000 and Schubiger Haushalt join forces
The organizations of Service 7000 AG and the B2B business of Schubiger Haushalt (a subdepartment of
RS Vertriebs AG) were merged with effect from 1 October 2019. Since then, the two companies have
been jointly providing their support services. Service 7000 AG is a specialized household appliances
service organization for professional property managers. Stock management and administration for the
joint service organization has been handled centrally since October, from Service 7000 AG’s head office
in Netstal. Schubiger Haushalt’s internal sales force remains in St. Gallen. Both providers continue to
operate under their old brand names. The merger improves the quality of repair and exchange services.
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Highlights from the Non-Food specialist formats
The table below lists the highlights during the year under review, along with a factsheet on each specialist format. For more information about the Coop Group’s specialist formats, visit www.coop.ch/einkaufen.

Number one in the
Swiss consumer
electronics market

• Further gains in market share
• Strong growth of 30% in online orders
• 43% of online orders collected in-store
• Live stock information now shown in the online shop for
items available in branches
• New facility for product ratings in the online shop
• 2 new branches opened in Basel and Wattwil; 9 branches
upgraded
• Enhanced employee skill levels and customer experience,
thanks to new sales trainers
• New delivery service for large appliances
• New support services, including online purchase of Mobile
Protection
• Customer satisfaction higher, according to market research
and customer survey

Switzerland’s
online shopping
centre

• Market position further expanded
• Increase of 15.2% in online sales
• Complete rebranding, with the new logo and design, as well as
improved website with new online support services
• Repositioning as Switzerland’s online shopping centre in the
non-food segment, with over 400 000 articles
• More than 34 000 non-food products of the Coop Group added
to range, including more than 1 000 own-label brands
• Launch of the marketplace function: third-party retailers sell
products on Microspot.ch under their name and for their own
account
• Continual expansion of the range, by linking up selected
distributors and merchants
• Same day delivery in 11 major Swiss cities: orders of speed
items placed by 12 noon are delivered to the front door that
evening, in CO2-free electric vehicles; speed items ordered by
6 p.m. are delivered the next day anywhere in Switzerland,
including Saturdays.
• New collection facility at 450 Coop pick-up locations
• Customer contact also via Chat, WhatsApp and call-back service
• New advertising campaign with claim: “Lacking something?
We’ve got it.”

Factsheet

Factsheet
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The second-largest
department
store chain in
Switzerland

• Further gains in market share
• Implementation of new “Bellacasa” store design
in St. Annahof Zurich
• Refurbishment and extension of food department in Coop
City Lausanne Au Centre, with new additions including a
cheese humidor
• Opening of integrated Coop-to-go branches in Coop City
Zurich St. Annahof and Lausanne Au Centre
• High level of customer acceptance of self-service checkouts
for cosmetic and hygiene products in Zurich St. Annahof,
Zurich Bellevue, Fribourg, Winterthur, Aarau, Bern Ryfflihof,
Baden, Olten, Geneva Plainpalais, Geneva Fusterie, Lausanne
Au Centre and Basel Pfauen
• Successful implementation of the new trouser concept
• Successful reopening following remodel in the Coop Volkiland
shopping centre, Volketswil
• High level of customer satisfaction according to market
research

Switzerland’s
leading building
supplies store

• Market leader in DIY stores
• Increase in sales
• Strong growth in online business of 41.1%
• Omnichannel leader in the “Home DIY” category according to
study by Google/VSV (Verband Schweizerischer Versandhandel)
• Strengthening of sales organization with 4 regions
• First trial of self check-out in the Swiss DIY store sector
• Expansion of Interlaken sales outlet, and remodelling and
refurbishment of Zurich-Oerlikon sales outlet
• Opening of Murten combined store
• Pilot of immediate “Annanow” delivery at the Zurich-Letzipark
sales outlet
• 30 years of Coop Oecoplan: successful anniversary of Switzerland’s first sustainability brand, with sales growth of 4.6%
• Discontinuation of potentially invasive neophytes
• Increase of 5.4% in sales of Pro Specie Rara
• High level of customer satisfaction increased, according to
market research

Factsheet

Factsheet

The provider of
• Sales growth and increased market share
customized furnish- • Strong sales growth of 53.6% at online shops
ing solutions
• Lumimart is the market leader for lighting
• The Livique brand, which was launched a year ago, becomes
hugely popular
• Gains in sales of customizable products; more than 100
million customized furniture options
• Expansion of digital sales assistants to bedrooms and dining
rooms
The first choice
for lighting

Factsheet

• New Lumimart Steinhausen opens
• Reopening of upgraded and modernized Livique Egerkingen
and Livique Cham stores
• Even higher level of customer satisfaction at Livique and
Lumimart
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The leading Swiss
provider of prestige
perfumes

• Market leader in perfume market and market share gains
• Sales growth of 25.1% in online shop
• Strong growth in ordering in-store from online range
• Range in online shop expanded by 10%;
expansion of distribution with cosmetics brand MAC
• Omnichannel leader in the market according to study by
Google/VSV (Verband Schweizerischer Versandhandel)
• Launch of “The Member Club” with 34 500 members
• Opening of new locations Shopping Arena St. Gallen
and Gäupark Egerkingen
• Total of eight branches upgraded to the new look
• Introduction of makeup toolbelts and flash make-up for all
employees in sales
• Import Parfumerie and Estée Lauder open another shop-inshop with the MAC and AVEDA cosmetics brands in Coop
City Lausanne Au Centre
• Higher overall customer satisfaction

The prime destination for watches
and jewellery

• 43.7% sales growth in online shop
• Online range expanded by 12%
• Omnichannel leader in the “Jewellery & Watches” category
according to study by Google/VSV (Verband Schweizerischer
Versandhandel)
• New Christ Bahnhofstrasse Zurich opens
• Refurbishment of the Jelmoli Zurich, Coop City Lausanne
Au Centre and Volketswil branches
• Expansion and growth in own-label jewellery brand
• Modernization of wedding ring segment, development of the
Christ bridal collection (diamond jewellery, engagement and
wedding rings)
• Expansion of third-party brand range in the areas of fashion
watches and jewellery as well as genuine jewellery
• Strong growth in Swiss-made watches and above-average
growth in the Christ own-label brand
• Positive customer feedback regarding identity, expertise and
friendliness

Just the job:
number one for
electrical household appliances
and upgrading
your kitchen or
bathroom

• Market share gains in electrical appliances
• Sustained strong growth of 24% in online business
• Support for advisory process with tablets in stores
• IT infrastructure redeveloped based on SAP
• Opening of expanded and automated logistics centre in
Oberbüren
• 5 new stores opened, 6 modernized
• Strengthening and focusing the range of services for
property managers under the Service 7000 and Schubiger
Haushalt brands.
• Even higher level of customer satisfaction based on market
research by GfK and own customer survey (Net Promoter
Score)

Factsheet

Watches & Jewelry

Factsheet

Factsheet
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The biggest online
shop for household
appliances, with
personal advice and
service

• Further increase of 3% in net sales
• Introduction of new support services (delivery time slots, extended
warranty)
• Delivery times shortened
• Online advice now available via Chat feature
• Expansion of 1:1 marketing via new e-mail marketing platform
• Higher repeat purchase rates and customer satisfaction ratings

Everything that
is good for your
health, from
prescription
medicines to
beauty products.

• Gains in market share
• Increase of 5.8% in net sales
• Sales growth of 122.3% in the online business; presence
stepped up on social media, on Instagram and Facebook
• Launch of free hotline for over-the-phone advice from
pharmacists
• Launch of Coop Vitality app with digital medication plan
• Expansion of pharmacy network, with six new pharmacies in
Basel Erlenmatt, Uster, Zurich Airport, St. Gallen Shopping
Arena, Murten, Châtel St-Denis and two takeovers in Delémont
and Mellingen
• Rollout of new store concept at four locations: Jona, Volketswil,
Oftringen, Kriens Schappe
• Launch of Taping and Burgerstein Microcare services
• Increase in sales of generics and own-label brands

The natural and
sustainable cosmetics
company

• 10.8% sales growth in online business
• Implementation of new store design in Winterthur and
Oftringen
• Modernization of Zurich Letzipark sales outlet
• New Volkiland branch opened
• New look and enhanced functionality for customer club app
• The Body Shop sets the target of becoming the most sustainable beauty retailer by 2030
• 25th anniversary of Shea community trade programme in
Ghana
• New community trade plastic programme in India, the first in
the world: in the first year, The Body Shop removes 250
tonnes of plastic from the environment
• Customer satisfaction: industry champion in the industry
monitor Schweizer Branchenmonitor 2019/2020 in the area
of “Shopping, Fashion &Lifestyle”

The market leader
in Switzerland, with
a wide network of
Coop filling stations

• Additional market shares gained
• Hydrogen: two additional facilities planned in 2020 (Crissier
and Dietlikon)
• Over 35 locations have AdBlue on fuel pumps
• Cooperation with HitchHike at more than 100 locations

For warmth and
well-being

• Percentage of orders in the online shop increased to 44%
• Percentage of customers purchasing low-emission eco heating oil increases to 63%
• Option of CO2 offsetting via Myclimate

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet
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Coop’s hotel group

• Full renovation of BâleHotel Victoria completed
• Takeover of restaurant in Hotel Baslertor by Coop’s catering
and restaurant business on 1 July
• Restaurant Les Quatre Saisons will be repurposed as a
banqueting/event space on 1 January 2020
• Detailed planning of Project Märthof with hotel and catering
completed; construction work commences at the end of 2019

The travel agent
owned by Coop and
Rewe – Switzerland’s
leading direct seller
of beach holidays

• Launch of dynamic booking system (combining flights with
hotel rooms on a single digital platform)
• City breaks added to the product portfolio
• Percentage of online sales grows to 34%

Leading fitness
provider in German-speaking
Switzerland

• Expansion from 40 to 48 locations in 13 cantons;
3 facilities get a facelift
• Membership grows by 19.3%, sales by 21.8%
• 101 people added to the team; now 898 full and part-time
employees
• New premises for Central Eastern Switzerland; new West
base in Ostermundigen

Tropical house with
a restaurant

• Net sales up 15% compared with previous year
• Perch and pike perch production increased by 30%
• 34% rise in volume of caviar sold
• Launch of pre-portioned frozen caviar for events and
banquets
• Lighting in public area switched to LED

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet
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Logistics, IT and property
Expansion of Aclens distribution centre gathering pace
In June of the year under review, the foundation stone was laid in Aclens for the expansion of the empties collection centre for the Suisse Romande logistics region, which will become the new logistics and
administration centre. By centralizing administration and logistics at the Aclens site, Coop is safeguarding optimum supplies for the western Switzerland region in the future. The first phase of the project
involved adding 753 m2 to the sectors for dairy products, crossdocking, fruit and vegetables and general goods. A building of around 21 700 m2 is being erected alongside the existing distribution centre. This
new building will be used primarily as an empties collection centre, which will take up around 10 700 m2,
and will be commissioned in stages by mid-2020. The building, covering approximately 8 600 m2, will
house administration for the Coop Suisse Romande sales region, which is currently based at the Renens
(VD) site. This means that another 300 or so employees will be joining the site, bringing the total workforce there to just under 850. The new building meets the Minergie standard. The location is expected
to become fully operational in 2022.
Passabene Mobile available in all supermarkets
In November, Coop became the first retailer to offer the self-scanning system Passabene Mobile in all of its supermarkets across
Switzerland. Customers now have the facility in around
1 000 branches to scan items with their mobile iOS or Android device and pay for their virtual shopping basket, bypassing the
time-consuming scanning process at the cash register. Coop has
been offering Passabene Mobile since 2012 and has continually exbranches offer
panded the system. Alternatively, since 2005 customers have had
Passabene Mobile
the facility to simplify the shopping experience by using special
Coop Passabene digital hand scanners.

1 000

Digitalization in logistics
Coop’s logistics activities underwent further digitalization in 2019. The focus in the year under review
was on optimizing route planning, adding more pick-up stations and improving service logistics. Data
specialists at Coop partnered with American startup “Project 44” to produce a visualization of the delivery network. Using methods such as geofencing, it is now possible to compare the route plans with
real-time data and continually optimize deliveries. Order picking has also been enhanced by greater
digitalization: for the first time, data glasses were used to display pick locations and quantities.
Yet more new pick-up stations were added to the network in 2019: customers can also collect their online orders at selected Coop Pronto branches. Since 2019, this has included non-food platform Microspot.ch, which now delivers to over 460 pick-up stations.
Artificial intelligence to determine promotional volumes
In 2019, as part of the “Promo2017+” project, Coop introduced a new forecasting tool for special-offer
items. The tool enables sales outlets to calculate as accurately as possible the quantities they need to
order during promotions. In the past, the category managers used a fixed allocation formula to assign
the quantities of goods to the sales outlets. This method could not take account of any of the outlets’
remaining stocks from previous promotions. The forecasting tool uses artificial intelligence to calculate
with a high degree of accuracy the promotional volume for each sales outlet and item, taking account of
stocks at the sales outlets. Furthermore, the outlet is given an indicator of the quality of the forecast
volume. As well as improving the accuracy of order quantities, this also reduces food waste and ensures
greater freshness.
Sustainability in Coop real estate
Energy efficiency and the production of sustainable energy are key considerations for Coop when planning and implementing its real estate projects. All of Coop Immobilien’s buildings are designed and,
where possible, certified according to the Minergie requirements. In the year under review, Coop obtained certification for the expansion of the shopping centre in Schwarzenburg, as well as the expansion
of the Coop Building & Hobby store in Rickenbach. The newbuild project in Domat Ems and the construction of the new shopping centre in Murten-Löwenberg also achieved certification. In 2019, Coop invested around 2.1 million francs in eight energy-saving modernization projects. These included construc-
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tion measures such as optimizing heat generation, improving thermal insulation and the use of efficient
LED lighting. Coop has invested a total of around 19 million francs in such measures since 2013. The
target of installing new photovoltaic systems was once again exceed by 32%, with a total of approximately 26 400 m2. To give a few examples, Coop installed photovoltaic modules with a surface area of
5 400 m2 on the Gallusmarkt in St. Gallen, 6 670 m2 on the Transgourmet buildings in Hinwil and Kriens
and 2 900 m2 in Murten and Löwenberg. Photovoltaic panels with a surface area of 4 500 m2 were also
installed in Bassecourt in Western Switzerland.
Digitalization of real estate planning
In 2019 Coop planned its first four real estate projects using Building Information Modeling (BIM). This
system aims to increase planning efficiency and avoid planning errors. A BIM model was provided to the
project planners for the new sales outlet in Vich, the new build in Murten, the sales outlet in Löwenberg,
the refurbishment of the TH12 building in Basel and the expansion of the sales outlet in Aadorf. Thanks
to the BIM software, each project planner can work on his or her part of the project and submit the data
to the BIM coordinator every three to four weeks. The BIM coordinator then draws up a conflict list which
the persons involved discuss at a BIM coordination meeting, the aim being to avoid said conflicts.
Real estate projects
Coop embarked on a total of 16 real estate projects in 2019 and completed 14, including six newbuilds,
eight expansions/refurbishments, two restructuring projects and four modernizations.
Head Office Basel
In June, work got underway on the complete renovation of Coop’s head office building at Thiersteinerallee 12, with the refurbishment of the façade and office space. As part of the modernization, office
space on floors 1 to 12 will be refurbished. Catering has been relocated from the 13th floor to the ground
floor of the building at Thiersteinerallee 14, so that the 13th floor can be repurposed. The renovation
work and commissioning will take place in stages until December 2020.
BâleHotels
Since November, the Märthof, a listed building in Basel’s historic centre, has been undergoing work to
convert it to a 4-star boutique hotel with 68 rooms. The overall concept for the Märthof was devised by
the Property Business Unit, in close collaboration with BâleHotels. The commissioning of the hotel is
planned for 2021.
Opfikon-Rümlang
A multi-purpose complex with a total usable area of around 80 000 m2 and broad mixed use is to be
developed on the border between the municipalities of Opfikon and Rümlang, on two plots in the Bäuler/
Cher area which were secured by Coop with construction rights. A design competition was run, in which
ten teams came up with a project proposal. The winning project was developed by Japanese architects
Sou Fujimoto. Working with investors and partners from the area of office premises, hotels, health, education and leisure, Coop Cooperative plans to establish a multi-purpose base in a space which currently lacks a clear identity. Rather than a shopping centre in the traditional sense, the plan is to create a
place for the immediate and wider environment where people of all ages who live, work or are visiting
here can enjoy spending time, feel at ease and pursue a wide variety of activities. Coop will optimize the
winning project by 2023 and draw up the design plans in collaboration with the municipalities and the
canton.
Volkiland shopping centre
On 21 November, after around 30 months of construction work, the Coop Volkiland shopping centre
opened its doors in Volketswil. As well as established Coop formats such as the Coop Restaurant, Coop
Vitality, Coop Building & Hobby, Interdiscount, Christ Watches & Jewellery, The Body Shop and Import
Parfumerie, the shopping centre is also home to new formats such as the Zopf & Zöpfli Café. A Coop City
with around 3 300 m2 of retail space has also been built, according to the “Bellacasa” concept, along
with a Coop Megastore which has the 2025+ store design and approximately 5 450 m2 of retail space.
Centro Tenero and Murten Löwenberg shopping centres
On 28 June, the remodelled mall opened on the upper level of Centro Tenero. After 20 months of construction work, the Murten Löwenberg shopping centre opened its doors on 7 November. In the shop-
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ping centre, customers will find a Coop Supermarket with 6 200 m2 of retail space and a Coop Building
& Hobby with 4 500 m2 of floor space. Also located in the centre are a 168-seat Coop Restaurant, a
Coopy Vitality pharmacy and a branch of “Let’s Go Fitness”.
New Châtel-St-Denis sales outlet
The Châtel-St-Denis project opened on 27 November. The former Coop sales outlet was demolished in
2016. In its place, Coop built a new sales outlet, with 2 100 m2 of retail space. A Coop Vitality pharmacy,
a Coop Restaurant and an underground car park with 115 customer parking spaces can also be found in
the new building. The top floor accommodates 45 apartments and just under 550 m2 of office space.

Additional services
Comprehensive quality management
Implementing the new Foodstuffs Ordinance remained a major focus for quality management in 2019.
The ordinance necessitates changes to the labelling of all products by 2021. As the basis for implementation, the Coop Guideline on Labelling was revised. Among other things, the guideline stipulates how
the origin of raw materials and nutritional information are to be disclosed on Coop own-label brands.
Coop’s disclosures regarding the origin of animal-derived raw materials voluntarily exceed the legal requirements and are transparently shown if they make up at least 10% of the food.
Since 2012, all sales outlets offering counter service have been audited and certified by independent
inspection body q.inspecta for compliance with quality requirements. A total of 407 sales outlets were
successfully audited in 2019. These audits were in addition to the 2 500 or so internal quality-control
audits conducted by Coop.
In its own laboratory, Coop tested around 30 600 random samples from the food and non-food segments for compliance with the requirements. This involved checking more than 835 000 criteria. Owing
to the growing supply of fresh products made at the sales outlets, hygiene monitoring is also becoming
ever more important in this area.
As part of its risk management in the area of product quality, Coop devoted a great deal of time in 2019
to issues surrounding the safeguarding of the supply chain for critical raw materials. Furthermore, Coop
clarified the requirements for critical product groups in the non-food segment and made these available
to potential suppliers in automated form. The e-learning courses “Safe selling of chemicals” and “Quality management in purchasing” were introduced, to improve employee skills in sales and purchasing.
Social commitment
Coop again pursued its commitment to society in 2019 with numerous projects. Through the Coop Sustainability Fund alone, Coop invested around 16.85 million francs in charitable projects. For information
about other projects besides those listed below, visit actions-not-words.ch
Coop stages the first “Day of good deeds”, encouraging a plethora of good deeds
On 25 May, Coop asked people to get involved in the first “Day of good deeds”. This nationwide initiative
aimed to focus attention on volunteering and gestures of solidarity with our fellow human beings as well
as to motivate the public to do good. Coop’s “Day of good deeds” surpassed all expectations. Hundreds
of thousands of volunteers got involved, demonstrating their solidarity with society and the environment. The partners, Swiss Red Cross, WWF Switzerland, Schweizer Tafel (Swiss Table) & Tischlein deck
dich (Table Be Set), as well as the Scouts, organized numerous hands-on activities.
More food for the needy thanks to pre-sorting project
For many years, the food banks Tischlein deck dich and Schweizer Tafel have been picking up food from Coop supermarkets
that is of impeccable quality but cannot be offered for sale the
million
next day. This has meant that, each year, around 12.4 million
200-g meals have been distributed to people in need. Coop
meals distributed
supports both organizations by handing out the food and making an additional financial contribution. To get more sales outlets involved in this system, and enable more fruit and vegetables to be handed out, in 2017 the “Pre-sorting at the sales outlet” project was launched on a trial basis.
At the pilot sales outlets, in the evening before the stores closed, fruit and vegetables were sorted into
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“still edible” or “I wouldn’t eat” and taken to the distribution centre in the Coop’s usual forms of transport. From there, they are transported to Tischlein deck dich, for distribution to people in need. Having
proved a great success, the pilot project was broadened out in 2019. The “Pre-sorting at sales outlets”
project meant that, in 2019, a total of 80 tonnes of additional food (fruit and vegetables) could be collected and handed out.
Seed research for non-GM cotton
The organic cotton used in Naturaline products has always come from the production sites of bioRe
India and bioRe Tanzania. Coop has been supporting these projects for many years. Since genetically
modified seed was introduced in India in 2002, the production of non-GM organic cotton has presented
a huge challenge. As early as 2013, 95% of the available cotton seeds in India were genetically modified.
The seed research project has made it possible to prove that cotton seed is non-GM, and to propagate
that seed. Six of the organic cotton seeds from bioRe’s seed research have been approved for commercial marketing, and are suitable for large-scale production in the soil. After nine years of intensive research, this is a major milestone. As a pioneer in the cultivation of organic cotton, bioRe India is now
able to begin supplying farmers with organic seed. The Coop Sustainability Fund supports bioRe’s seed
research with substantial donations, thus enabling the continued cultivation of organic cotton in India.
Commitment to business education for young people
In 2019 Coop once again participated in the “Company Programme” by YES (formerly Young Enterprise
Switzerland), awarding a sustainability prize. For the competition, groups of young people came up with
an innovative project idea and, with the help of experts, developed it into an actual company, as a practical example through which to learn about the key interrelationships in the world of business.
Coop Aid for Mountain Regions supports Alpe Frid with 382 000 francs
The Coop Aid for Mountain Regions programme is committed to improving living and working conditions
for the inhabitants of mountain regions and supports Swiss mountain farmers. In 2019, 159 self-help
projects were supported to the tune of around 4.8 million francs. The Swiss National Day “Weggen”
campaign attracted a lot of attention. For each “1 August roll” sold, as well as other products, part of
the proceeds goes towards the scheme for mountain regions. In 2019, this campaign raised a total in
excess of 300 000 francs. The Coop Aid for Mountain Regions programme increased the amount to
382 000 francs, enabling the important rehabilitation of Alpe Frid in the canton of Valais. The Zewo recertification, which was obtained during the financial year, certifies that donations by the Coop Aid for
Mountain Regions programme are used appropriately, efficiently and effectively.
Promoting the inclusion of handicapped people in the world of work
By awarding various contracts to sheltered workshops, Coop promotes the inclusion of handicapped
people in the world of work. In 2019, Coop awarded contracts worth over 4.3 million francs to such institutions.
Partnership with SRC
Coop is a partner of the Swiss Red Cross (SRC). In the year under review, without any unnecessary red
tape, Coop made a donation of 100 000 francs for emergency aid in Malawi in the wake of Tropical
C yclone Idai and donated an equal amount after the earthquake in Albania. Furthermore, Coop donated
food worth 384 000 francs to the “2 x Weihnachten” (2 x Christmas) project. Thanks to the Grittibänz
fund-raising campaign, Coop raised 108 000 francs for families in need in Switzerland. SRC and Coop
ran a very special campaign as part of the “Day of good deeds”: together, they encouraged people to
done blood or blood stem cells.
Commitment to more exercise and a healthy diet for children and young people
Coop supports the organizations “Fit4future” and “Gorilla”, which run workshops in schools with the
aim of encouraging children and young people to do more exercise and eat healthily. “Fit4future” is
present in one third of all primary schools and, as well as “play barrels” in the school yard, also runs
cookery courses and sports camps. Gorilla inspires young people in schools to do more exercise with
freestyle sports, such as street skating and break dancing, and to cook with healthy foods by running
nutrition workshops. In the year under review, the two projects enabled more than 21 000 children and
young people to take advantage of these schemes.
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Communication and advertising
Customer Service answers around 800 000 enquiries
Customer Service dealt with around 800 000 customer enquiries in 2019. As well as general queries
about Coop, the Coop Member Press and Supercard, the issue of sustainability was a dominant theme,
with a lot of questions in particular about the Actions, not words campaign and about plastics. Customers also expressed interest in marketing activities, such as Emoji, Bee Happy and Sea Happy, and enquired about current advertising campaigns as well as pricing and the range selection.
Image campaigns for the supermarkets
Coop launched its new image campaign in April. Central to all the commercials were Coop’s customers
and their varying needs. Coop employees also featured heavily in each commercial, supporting customers in a friendly way with their shopping and raising smiles. The new campaign enjoyed a high profile and
will be continued in 2020.
Families benefit from loyalty schemes
Coop continued to reward its customers’ loyalty in 2019, with a total of four collection promotions. Once
again, the focus was on families with children, who enjoyed free products. The “Bee happy” and “Sea
happy” promotions also turned the spotlight on sustainability issues. The emoji promotion in the summer also proved very popular once again. In its pre-Christmas business, Coop picked up on the film
highlight of the year, in partnership with Disney, in its “Frozen 2” promotion. All four promotions were
very popular with customers, which meant they also helped boost sales.
Supercard credit card exceeds target
In 2019, more than 3.2 million households right across Switzerland used the Supercard, Switzerland’s
largest customer loyalty programme. There was a sustained, sharp rise in use of the Supercard app and
of the digital services in the year under review. To facilitate this development, the Supercard login was
overhauled and simplified. The new Supercard ID still offers easy and secure access to all Supercard
services. The new golden Supercard credit card launched in November 2018 is proving extremely popular and, at the end of 2019, there were already more than 167 000 active cards in circulation. This means
that Coop significantly exceeded its ambitious target. The new credit card is available as a Mastercard
or Visa. Coop also offers a visa prepaid card, to appeal to people who like full control over their spending.
Coop Mobile successfully launches on the Swisscom network and exceeds targets
Since January, Coop Mobile has been using the Swisscom network, which is regarded as the best in
Switzerland. Coop Mobile’s offering has already achieved very good results and gained lots of customers, who are particularly drawn by Coop Mobile’s pricing, flexibility and support.
Mondovino wine club
Coop’s wine club, Mondovino, remained very popular, Mondovino now has around 160 000 members
and more than 6 000 Facebook fans. This is an increase of 10 000 customers compared with the previous year. Mondovino is committed to an omnichannel strategy: wine lovers can experience the club
online, at over 820 Coop sales outlets and at the annual Mondovino wine fairs. To further raise the club’s
profile, in 2019 Mondovino was a guest at
the “Matter of Taste” wine event and was
actively involved in “Food Zurich”. Mondovino’s wine range now boasts 2 200 wines,
complemented by subscriptions and speAround
members
cialities from Casa del Vino and Riegger.
Mondovino wine club
Mondovino members receive benefits such
as weekly club offers and digital coupons.
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Continued reliance in social media on video and networking platforms
Social media was dominated by Coop’s image campaign and sustainability in 2019. The “Day of good
deeds” met with a particularly favourable response on social media. The actions taken by the general
public right across Switzerland were shared with the hashtag #TagdergutenTat. Progress was also made
with establishing various target group channels: Coop added a Facebook page for Mondovino and an
Instagram channel for Coop’s basic training programme. In addition, a special series was created on the
Instagram TV channel, in which employees from various areas give an insight into their working day at
Coop.
Content House with high readership Coop Member Press evolves into internal agency
In 2018, Coop Press was renamed Content House and developed into an internal agency. The Coop
Member Press and staff magazine remain the key corporate publishing products produced in the Content House.
The weekly newspapers Coopzeitung, Coopération and Cooperazione, which are published in three languages, have a total print run of over 2.5 million copies and a readership of around 3.3 million. The annual survey by independent Swiss media research agency Wemf AG confirms that the Coop Member
Press is still Switzerland’s highest circulation and most-read print medium. In the year under review, the
regionalization of the Coop Member Press was continued. Special editions on the subjects of cheese,
beer and wine were published in 21 sub-regions with different cover themes and cover stories in each
region. Furthermore, a special edition of the Coop Member Press and various forms of live reporting
accompanied Coop’s first-ever “Day of good deeds”.
Employees of the Content House also produced multimedia content commissioned by Coop. The Content House further expanded its range of services in the year under review, implementing more than
110 projects for numerous organizational units of the Coop Group. In the Publishing business segment,
for example, the Content House produces the Mondovino magazine, and it has designed various image
and information brochures in the Editorial Design area. The Content House added to its skills in video
and digital channels, and created short videos, information videos and event reports for a number of
internal clients.
Sponsorship for the general public
Coop made changes to its sponsorship concept in 2019. There will be a greater emphasis in future on
title sponsorship projects and local activities which also directly involve the sales outlets. Family projects remain a strategic focus. One important project in 2019 was the Federal Gymnastics Festival in
Aarau, in which Swiss gymnastics clubs compete. Involving around 70 000 gymnasts, the Federal Gymnastics Festival is Switzerland’s biggest sporting event, and is held every six years. Coop has been a
main sponsor of the Festival for many years, and also supports cantonal and regional gymnastics festivals. With 160 Coop Gemeindeduell events and seven Coop Andiamo events, Coop is also committed to
popular sport in Switzerland.
Media Unit: sustainability issues in the spotlight
As one of Switzerland’s biggest media offices, Coop’s Media Unit further intensified dialogue with journalists in 2019. Consequently, heavy media coverage of Coop news continued in the year under review.
The opening of the new Fust logistics centre in Oberbüren and the first-ever “Day of good deeds” attracted particularly great media interest. Media reporting also focused on the reduction of plastics in
connection with the climate movement. To give some examples, packaging of organic fruit and vegetables was reduced, new packaging solutions were developed for baked goods, we began offering sustainable product alternatives such as wooden toothbrushes, palm leaf dishes and paper drinking straws.
The Coop Media Unit issued a total of over 40 media releases and responded to over 1 600 media enquiries in the year under review.

